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1 Reasons of collaboration

On February 11th 2011, the world’s largest software company, Microsoft and the largest handset company, Nokia announced their plans to form a strategic alliance together (Microsoft Corporation February 10, 2011). Nokia would adopt Microsoft’s Windows Phone operating system as the handset company’s primary smartphone platform, while Microsoft would provide Nokia financial, technical and marketing support to Nokia to help build up the Windows Phone ecosystem.

In order to understand the reasons behind why Microsoft and Nokia would like to form a strategic alliance together, we need to understand the status quo of when both companies were having prior to their collaboration.

1.1 Lack of uptake momentum of the new Windows Phone ecosystem

Microsoft was once a dominant player in the touch screen based Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and smartphone operating system space with its venerable Windows Mobile system in the early 2000s (Angel March 21, 2011). The feature richness, strong awareness of the “Windows” brand and a variety of smartphone manufacturers supporting the system (such as HP, HTC and Samsung) all helped Windows Mobile to outplay the major competitors of its time, such as the Palm OS.

![Figure 1-1: The HTC HD2 Windows Mobile smartphone (Photo courtesy: HTC Corporation)](image)

The mobile landscape had been dramatically changed after the introduction of the first generation Apple iPhone in 2007 (Apple Inc. January 9, 2007), as it had set a disruptive standard in user experience that other competitors took several years just to follow – the simple touch interaction design instead of the button-based, infinite levels of menus as in Nokia’s Symbian system; the use of effortless capacitive touch screen instead of the pressure-based resistive touch screens equipped in most Windows Mobile devices; the finger-optimised user interface instead of the stylus-optimised user interface as in Windows Mobile; the desktop-class web experience instead of the text-based WAP experience; and later the one-tap app purchase and installation from the App Store – all of these technological advancements had amazed consumers and helped grown the iOS market share globally.

Started in late 2008, the Google Android, a new mobile platform that is open source and open to hardware manufacturers to adopt (Morrill September 23, 2008), has gained enormous traction from the market. While Apple iPhone users are relatively loyal and iOS market share has been stable, Android’s seamless integration of Google services and its vast variety of device form factors have eroded the majority of Windows Mobile and Symbian market share in most countries (Elmer-DeWitt February 23, 2010).

As Windows Mobile devices are less favourable by the consumers, smartphone manufacturers and network carriers, in late 2010 Microsoft had launched its totally rewritten mobile operating system, dubbed “Windows Phone 7” (Topolsky October 11, 2010). Compared to iOS and Android, Windows Phone 7 is better known for its fluidity, excellent social integration and Office integration. However, since iOS and Android had already dominated the market with huge user base and thousands of
applications, and at the same time iOS and Android were also made available on tablets such as Apple iPad and Samsung Galaxy Tab, the lack of core applications, lack of tablet support and high royalty fees of Windows Phone were discouraging smartphone manufacturers from investing heavily in the new platform, and hence the slow uptake of user base and market share.

This had brought Microsoft’s attention because the sales of tablet and smartphone devices had exceeded global PC sales year by year, which Microsoft’s business model still relied heavily on the PC and server software businesses but their mobile software was not doing as good. Such situation was not sustainable in the long term, and therefore Microsoft was seeking ways to vastly improve their mobile businesses.

The following illustrates the SWOT analysis of Microsoft dated back in 2011:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 1-1: SWOT analysis of Microsoft in 2011</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strengths</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Absolute dominance in desktop operating system and office productivity markets globally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Extremely high brand awareness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong financial base.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong research and development teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong relationship with PC hardware manufacturers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weaknesses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Windows Mobile is no longer competitive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Organisation bureaucracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frequent job rotation causes less dedication of current role and lack of long-term commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most current software solutions rely on client-side software installations; weak cloud-based and service-based solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Long time-to-market and low reputation on software quality of initial launch, usability, software openness and business ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opportunities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leveraging traditional strengths on office productivity solutions on mobile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cloud-based solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Service-based business model instead of license-based business model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threats</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fierce competition in all software segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Loss of opportunities to re-enter the mobile operating system market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Changes of customer behaviour and market needs, e.g. cloud-based and service-based solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Loss of competitiveness may result in loss of bargaining power or even customers’ boycott.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following illustrates the PESTLE analysis of Microsoft dated back in 2011:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currency and taxation policies in different countries could significantly increase cost of business operations.</td>
<td>After-effects of the 2008 economic crisis affect customer demand.</td>
<td>Increasing awareness of open technologies and business ethics impair the reputation of the Microsoft brand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak intellectual property protection in emerging markets impairs revenue from such markets.</td>
<td>Exchange rate fluctuation makes global pricing strategies more difficult.</td>
<td>Lack of mobile presence causes people to relate Microsoft as an outdated and less innovative brand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological</th>
<th>Legislative</th>
<th>Environmental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile, cloud-based and service-based services are gaining more popularity but Microsoft’s offerings are not good enough.</td>
<td>Legal disputes on monopoly and abusive practices.</td>
<td>Power consumption of data centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-to-market of competitors has been shortened significantly.</td>
<td>Legal disputes on patent infringements.</td>
<td>Eco-concerns on product packaging materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors’ solutions do better on end-user usability and “coolness” (e.g. Apple iPhone)</td>
<td>Privacy concerns on cloud-based products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2 Rapid decline of Nokia device market share

Back in 2011, Nokia had been dominating the world’s handset market share for over ten years but its premier product lines were all running Symbian, an operating system that was considered generally by the public and the market as an outdated, old-fashioned system compared to more modern counterparts, such as iOS and Android. Nokia’s offerings could not stand well in the fierce competition, and its market share had been rapidly dropping.

Figure 1-3: Nokia N8, launched in 2010, is a Symbian smartphone with a record-breaking 12 megapixel camera (Photo courtesy: Nokia Corporation)

In February 2010, Nokia partnered with Intel to announce an entirely new platform named MeeGo, based on open source Linux based technologies (Intel Corporation February 15, 2010). However, the joint-development project from two very different companies was not managed well, (Kurri October 11, 2012, Kamran February 10, 2013) and it was difficult to get the industry and consumers to buy in the idea of building up multiple and totally different application and service ecosystems surrounding MeeGo. By the time Nokia managed to launch its first MeeGo product, the N9, in June 2011, iOS and Android were the absolute dominators in the market and Nokia had
already announced the formation of strategic alliance with Microsoft. The N9 was therefore the first and the last MeeGo smartphone by Nokia (Nokia Corporation June 21, 2011).

The high bureaucracy and short-term-benefit-driven organisation culture in Nokia hindered the conversion process of turning real innovations into large-scale profitable products. Product development cycles were unnecessarily prolonged due to dozen levels of approval processes (Sharma October 7, 2010), and by the time a “new” product was launched, it became outdated, obsolete and uncompetitive immediately. Long product development cycles also meant that developing a whole new operating system and ecosystem from scratch to replace the outdated Symbian platform was not that practical. For example, the Nokia N9 that came with MeeGo, a new operating system that Nokia was trying to push forward, took over 2 years of development and yet the finished products still contained numerous software bugs that severely affect usability.

The following illustrates the SWOT analysis of Nokia dated back in 2011:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1-3: SWOT analysis of Nokia in 2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strengths</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dominant market shares of entry-level feature phones and Symbian smartphones in most developed and emerging markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong brand awareness across the globe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High reputation of industrial hardware design, build quality and voice quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Customers have high brand loyalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Established great relationship and bills payment arrangement with mobile network carriers around the globe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Established extensive regional sales and marketing networks around the globe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong research and development teams; lots of market disruptive innovations happening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Software development teams embrace openness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Opportunities</strong></th>
<th><strong>Threats</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Revolutionising the mobile user experience quickly may be able to retain high-loyalty customers.</td>
<td>• Fierce competition from Apple, Google and other smartphone manufacturers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Building a new or joining in an existing mobile ecosystem could bring significant revenue to the company.</td>
<td>• High expectation from customers due to competitors’ market disruptive offerings and more developed application ecosystems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disruptive smartphone features, such as the superb camera and imaging technologies, could be Nokia’s key competitive advantage.</td>
<td>• Rapid demand decline of entry-level feature phones in favour of smartphones, which Nokia does better in the former.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bring Nokia products to markets where iPhone and Android do not have dominant market share yet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-4: Nokia N9 is Nokia’s first and the last MeeGo smartphone (Photo courtesy: Nokia Corporation)
The following illustrates the PESTLE analysis of Nokia dated back in 2011:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Currency and taxation policies in different countries could significantly increase cost of business operations. • 3G / 4G infrastructure license issuance could severely affect the market demand of 3G / 4G devices.</td>
<td>• After-effects of the 2008 economic crisis affect customer demand. • Exchange rate fluctuation makes global pricing strategies more difficult.</td>
<td>• Compared to iPhone and Android, the Nokia brand is perceived by most people as outdated technologies. • Non-product-focused marketing strategies resulted in customers' disappointment as they felt that their voices were not being heard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological</td>
<td>Legislative</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Competitors' solutions do better on end-user usability and &quot;coolness&quot; (e.g. Apple iPhone) • Time-to-market of competitors has been shortened significantly, while Nokia's time-to-market had been prolonged.</td>
<td>• Legal disputes on patent infringements. • Privacy concerns on cloud-based products.</td>
<td>• Eco-concerns on product packaging materials. Eco-concerns on poisonous and reusable components in handsets, and the recycle process of old handsets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3 Collaboration fulfills each other's core business needs

Microsoft had no experience in manufacturing physical smartphone products and needed strong smartphone manufacturers to back up their mobile-oriented initiatives by offering millions of Windows Phone devices to the market and to unfurl the Windows Phone application ecosystem for their long term benefits. Nokia needed to regain its lost market share by offering modernised smartphone solutions quickly, but developing their own solutions was found to be too slow and impractical.

Collaboration between Microsoft and Nokia hence became a natural fit, notwithstanding the fact that Microsoft and Nokia had collaborated before in offering productivity solutions for Nokia smartphones, of which Stephen Elop, the CEO of Nokia in 2010-2013, was the President of the Business division at Microsoft prior to joining Nokia, participated in the negotiation process of both deals (Microsoft Corporation August 12, 2009).
2 Objectives of collaboration

The main objectives of the collaboration for both Microsoft and Nokia were to build a new global mobile ecosystem for smartphones through the Windows Phone platform by:

- Increasing manufacturing capacity of overall Windows Phone devices;
- Driving global customer demand of the Windows Phone devices through offering a wide breadth of products with strong brand identity reaching more geographical locations;
- Further integrating products and services of Nokia and Microsoft. *(Microsoft Corporation February 10, 2011)*

The ultimate objectives would be:

- To growing the market share of both the Nokia Windows Phone based smartphones, and Windows Phone devices in general;
- To secure and increase the portion of sustainable revenue generated from mobile related businesses.

3 Type of collaboration: Strategic Alliance

The form of collaboration that both the companies agreed on, even though marketed by both companies as a Strategic Partnership relationship, has actually been a Strategic Alliance relationship by the definition adapted in this module *(Barnes, Raynor 2013)*. This means that both Microsoft and Nokia would work together on common goals and benefits that would fit the strategic directions of both the companies. Throughout the collaboration, both companies would remain independent and no new company or legal entity was created. Neither Nokia nor Microsoft had invested into each other’s equity shares during the collaboration.

4 Collaboration details

4.1 Microsoft’s platform support payments to Nokia

Part of the deal of the collaboration was that Microsoft would pay Nokia quarterly “platform support payments” which has been USD 250 million per quarter *(Nokia Corporation 2012)*. Even though Microsoft did not license its Windows Phone operating system to Nokia exclusively, Microsoft allowed Nokia to customise the system to differentiate its smartphone products from competitors’ offerings on the same platform *(Nokia Corporation February 11, 2011)*.

4.2 Nokia to pay software royalty payments to Microsoft

Under the agreement with Microsoft, Nokia has to pay quarterly software royalty commitment payments to Microsoft based on the number of Nokia Windows Phone devices sold, with a yearly minimum payment guaranteed. Although both Microsoft and Nokia did not disclose the details of the royalty fee agreements, both companies claimed that the royalty structure is competitive and reflects the large volumes that Nokia expected to ship *(Nokia Conversations 2011)*. As of early 2013, Nokia expected the minimal software royalty payment for the remaining period of the agreement to Microsoft would exceed the platform support payments received from Microsoft *(Nokia Corporation 2013)*.

4.3 Nokia’s commitment and dedication

Nokia is a well-known leader of hardware industrial design in the mobile industry, and would contribute its expertise on hardware design, language support, market segment, regional reaches
and operator relationship in the mainstream Windows Phone products (Microsoft Corporation February 10, 2011).

As Nokia had committed to adopt Windows Phone as its primary smartphone platform back in 2011, it had gradually phased out its then-profit-making Symbian smartphones. The 808 PureView, the iconic smartphone with a revolutionary 41 megapixel camera launched in 2012, was confirmed to be Nokia’s last Symbian smartphone (Nokia Corporation 2013). Since then, Nokia only maintains two mobile platforms – the Windows Phone for their smartphone products, and the Asha (Series 40) platform for their entry-level, “Next Billion” feature phone products. The product innovations and explorations done in previous Symbian and MeeGo platforms, such as camera and imaging technologies, usability advancements, as well as the excellent hardware build and quality, were implemented in the Windows Phone and Asha platforms.

![Figure 4-1](image-url)

Figure 4-1: Jo Harlow, Executive Vice President of Smart Devices at Nokia, announced Nokia’s last Symbian smartphone at the Mobile World Congress, Barcelona in February 2012. It shocked the market by including the first 41 megapixel camera sensor to a smartphone, which demonstrates the strong R&D capabilities of Nokia.

4.4 Microsoft-Nokia product and services integration

Microsoft and Nokia have very different core businesses; however there are still products and services in both companies that have overlapping nature, functionalities and target audience. In order to maximise the utilisation rate of the complementary assets and the mutual benefits and synergy of both companies, as well as to reduce confusion to customers who were going to purchase the forthcoming Windows Phone products, numerous products and services had to integrate together, for example:

- Microsoft Bing Maps to adopt the rich geographical database of Nokia Maps while Nokia Maps would leverage Microsoft Bing’s search engine and Microsoft adCenter advertising platform;
- Nokia would utilise Microsoft Bing’s search capabilities in its Windows Phone products;
- Microsoft to offer Nokia software development tools to develop software applications on Nokia Windows Phones;
- Nokia to integrate its operating billing payment arrangements in its Windows Phone products;
- Microsoft Marketplace would be the sole and only application and content stores in Nokia’s Windows Phone products.

(Microsoft Corporation February 10, 2011)
4.5 Joint efforts in marketing the new ecosystem

In its announcement of collaboration with Nokia, Microsoft committed to collaborate with Nokia on joint marketing initiatives and shared development roadmap to align on future mobile products (Microsoft Corporation February 10, 2011).

In 2012, Microsoft also worked with Nokia to sponsor entrepreneurs and application developers to develop innovative applications for the Windows Phone platform, by investing up to 18 million Euros to set up a Mobile Application Development programme named “AppCampus” at the Aalto University in Finland (Microsoft Corporation March 26, 2012).
5 Structure and management

5.1 Nokia’s restructure

Because of the establishment of the strategic alliance, Nokia restructured the Group Executive Board to form the Nokia Leadership Team, aiming to expedite decision marking and improve time-to-market of products and innovations. Nokia had also restructured the product business units according to its new focused product categories, namely Smart Devices (i.e. smartphones) and Mobile Phones (i.e. entry-level feature phones). Both business units were headed by executive vice presidents Jo Harlow and Mary McDowell, who reported directly to Stephen Elop, the CEO of Nokia at that time. The Smart Devices business unit was responsible for creating the Windows Phone portfolio together with Microsoft (Nokia Corporation February 11, 2011).

5.2 Microsoft’s Windows Phone product management

At Microsoft, Windows Phone was administered under the Entertainment and Devices Division. Joe Belfiore, the Corporate Vice President and Manager for Windows Phone Program Management at that time, was responsible in the high level management of the Windows Phone products at Microsoft. He reported to Steve Ballmer, the CEO of Microsoft (Microsoft Corporation February 14, 2011).

Figure 5-1: Joe Belfiore, the Corporate Vice President of Microsoft, holding a Nokia Lumia 900 smartphone that equips with the Microsoft Windows Phone 7 operating system (Photo courtesy: Nokia Conversations)

5.3 Regular training sessions and workshops

At the beginning of the collaboration, Windows Phone was relatively new to most Nokia engineers. Microsoft worked with Nokia to organise regular training sessions and workshops around the globe so that Nokia engineers and frontline sales employees are familiar with the new platform. Engineers and marketing teams of both companies also had regular meetings at regional office level to exchange knowledge, insights, marketing initiatives as well as customer feedback of the final products.
6 Collaboration performance

6.1 Operational performance

The operational performance of the Microsoft-Nokia collaboration is controversial. In terms of market share improvements since the first Nokia Windows Phone launched 2 years ago, recently various market research firms concluded that Windows Phone had become the most rapid growing mobile platform in Q3 2013 ([IDC Corporate USA November 12, 2013]) with European markets exceeding 10% ([Kantar Worldpanel ComTech December 2, 2013]). Windows Phone devices also shipped more than Apple iPhone in 24 countries across South America, Europe, Asia and Africa ([Protalinski January 7, 2014]). Among the Windows Phone devices collected from over 2000 applications on the platform in November 2013, it was estimated that up to 90% were from Nokia. Having said so, 35% of the figures were collected from the low-end Nokia Lumia 520, which has a lower profit margin ([Protalinski November 27, 2013]).

![Figure 6-1: Smartphone OS Sales Share in Oct 2013 in different markets. Source: Kantar Worldpanel Comtech](image)

By bringing over the innovations and unique competitive features such as superb camera and imaging technologies to its Lumia series of smartphones, Nokia managed to attract some early adopters to try out the Windows Phone platform and hence stimulated the sales. Microsoft and Nokia had also worked together to engage application developers to develop applications on the Windows Phone platform by organising numerous workshops and competitions around the globe. The increase of sales of Nokia Lumia series attracted thousands of application developers to port their iPhone and Android applications to the relatively newer mobile platform. In December 2013, applications available in Windows Phone Marketplace had surpassed 200,000 ([Brix December 14, 2013]).
6.2 Practical challenges

Despite the rapid growth of the Windows Phone platform, Nokia’s market share in the smartphone market as well as Microsoft’s market share in the mobile platform market were still nowhere near to their historical peaks. Microsoft and Nokia did collaborate a lot in the entire product development process. However they were also constrained by the practical challenges brought by the strategic alliance collaboration.

First, Microsoft and Nokia had different priority, expectation, sense of urgency and hence different dedication level of resources devoted into the development of the Windows Phone platform. Microsoft has a diverse software business, with major income stream coming from its desktop Windows operating system, Office productivity suites, server software and enterprise solutions. Income from its mobile solutions only forms a fraction of its income – it was estimated that Microsoft even earned 5 times more from the patent licensing fees from Android smartphone manufacturers than from its royalty fees from Windows Phone manufacturers (Tung November 7, 2013). Also, the deal with Nokia was not an exclusive deal, meaning Microsoft welcomed other smartphone manufacturers to produce Windows Phone products if they wish. Even Windows Phone platform is owned by Microsoft, it was obviously not Microsoft’s first priority to fix all the platform issues and allocate the adequate resources to accelerate the development of the platform.

Nokia, on the other hand, treated Windows Phone as its “lifesaver” to rescue its rapid declining mobile businesses. The numerous critical decisions that Nokia made in the past few years, such as the abandonment of the then-profit-making Symbian platform, the laying off of thousands of employees (TechEye Network April 13, 2011, BBC News June 14, 2012, Mozur July 13, 2012), the selling out of Symbian (Nokia Corporation June 22, 2011) and Qt development (Digia Plc August 9, 2012) and maintenance to Accenture and Digia, the cease of development of the MeeGo and its successor “Meltemi” platform (Fried June 14, 2012), and the selling out of high-profit-margin Vertu luxury phone business to EQT VI (Nokia Corporation June 14, 2012), all indicate that Nokia wanted to dedicate its resources in its Windows Phone products, and such strategy is a road of no return. The launch of over 10 Lumia smartphones within a year and its absolute dominance of the Windows Phone market share had proven Nokia’s dedication on the platform.

Figure 6-2: Nokia CEO Stephen Elop showcased the full Nokia Lumia product line-up at the Nokia World 2013, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (Photo courtesy: Savanna Kong)

In an interview with International Business Times in July 2013, Nokia vice president Bryan Biniak urged Microsoft to fix the various platform issues, such as the lack of certain key applications: “It’s not just about the hardware, it’s about the tools that are on the hardware. You can’t sell a phone
without the apps, you just can’t.” He also defended Nokia’s decision to work around certain platform limitations and implemented features that are competitively better than Windows Phone devices from other manufacturers, “As a company we don’t want to rely on somebody else and sit and wait for them to get it right.” (Gilbert July 26, 2013)

In contrast, Microsoft blamed Nokia for hiding and not sharing key information of their forthcoming products and hindered the collaboration. Joe Belfiore, Microsoft’s corporate vice president who was in charge of the Windows Phone platform, said in an interview with CNET, “There are real-world examples of situations where Nokia was building a phone and keeping information about it secret from us. We would make changes in the software, or prioritize things in the software, unaware of the work that they’re doing. And then late in the cycle we’d find out and say, ‘If we had known that we would have done this other thing differently and it would have turned out better!’ ”

Owing to the non-exclusive nature of the collaboration between the two companies, Nokia needed to be extra cautious to protect its product roadmap to retain its competitiveness, which Belfiore claimed that this was “expected with any of Microsoft’s hardware partners” (Lowensohn, Tibken September 6, 2013).
Despite the fact that Nokia has dedicated itself in launching the entire Windows Phone product line, numerous sources suggested that Nokia had been working on an Android smartphone, aiming to increase its bargaining power during the negotiation with Microsoft on the acquisition deal for the Devices and Services business *(Wingfield September 13, 2013).*

---

Figure 6-5: Nokia added additional options in the Windows Phone 8 Settings of the Lumia smartphones, some of them are overlapping with the native settings options provided by Microsoft, resulted in an unsorted and cluttered menu. This reflects how mishandling of the collaboration execution could affect the eventual product quality.

Figure 6-6: The user interface of the rumoured Nokia “Normandy” / “X” Android smartphone (Photo courtesy: Evan Blass)
6.3 Financial performance

6.3.1 Financial performance at Microsoft

Since the February 11th 2011 announcement with Nokia, Microsoft’s share price at the New York Stock Exchange gradually increased. Market analysts were optimistic about the manufacturing capacity of Nokia could help Microsoft grow its Windows Phone business; having said so, Microsoft’s share price could of course been affected by many other factors.

Figure 6-7: Microsoft’s stock price at NYSE since July 2010

In fiscal year 2013 (ending on June 30, 2013), revenue generated by Windows Phone increased USD 1.2 billion compared to last year, mainly due to increase in patent licensing revenue and sales of Windows Phone licenses. However, there was also a USD 375 million increase in expenses for payments made to Nokia for the quarterly platform support payments and other related expenses.

In general, the revenue generated by the Entertainment and Devices Division, the division of which Windows Phone, Skype and Xbox were belong to, contributed around 13.2% of Microsoft’s revenue. With USD 28.8 billion of cash flow, liquidity had not been an issue with Microsoft (Microsoft Corporation 2013).

6.3.2 Financial performance at Nokia

When the formation of a strategic alliance with Microsoft was announced on February 11th 2011, Nokia’s share price dropped significantly and it took Nokia years to climb back. At its 5 year peak, its share price at New York Stock Exchange was over 15 dollars back in 2010; however its share price dropped to below 2 dollars in July 2012.
Nokia sold 30 million Lumia devices in 2013, doubled from 13.3 million in 2012. Having said so, the majority of the Lumia sale volume increase was from the low-end smartphones in emerging markets, which had even got lower profit margin than entry-level feature phones. As a result, the net sales at Q4 2013 shredded 29% year over year from Q4 2012, and operating margin dropped from 2.6% in Q4 2012 to -7.5% in Q4 2013.

As for the Devices and Services business, Nokia recorded huge negative cash flows and loss in both 2012 and 2013. It can be concluded that the platform support payments from Microsoft did not help much in alleviating the cash flow issues of Nokia, as they were totally offset and exceeded by the Windows Phone software royalty fees that Nokia has to pay Microsoft per Lumia smartphone sold (Nokia Corporation 2014).
7 Impact of collaboration on Microsoft

Apple and Google have dominated the mobile market in the recent years and this has enabled them to become the richest companies on the planet. As consumer purchasing behaviour migrates from desktop computer to mobile devices, the lack of focus on mobile products in Microsoft had brought some of its shareholders’ attention and increasing pressure to press for change. Microsoft chairman and co-founder Bill Gates also admitted the Windows Phone strategy was a mistake (McAllister February 18, 2013).

On July 11th 2013, Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer announced the “One Microsoft” initiative to restructure the company, aiming to realign the company to enable innovation at greater speed and efficiency. Windows Phone team would be grouped under the newly formed Operating Systems Engineering Group, where the group would also take care of desktop, game console and backend systems (Ballmer July 11, 2013). However, just a month after the announcement of company restructure, Microsoft announced that Steve Ballmer would retire within 12 months and that the board of directors had started to search for Ballmer’s replacement (Microsoft Corporation August 23, 2013).

On September 3rd 2013, Microsoft and Nokia shocked the market by announcing that Microsoft would acquire Nokia’s devices and services business for EUR 5.44 billion. The deal included the purchase of Lumia smartphone and Asha mobile phone product lines, licenses to use Nokia’s patent portfolio and HERE Maps services, and license to use Nokia’s brand name for the entry-level Asha mobile phones for at least 10 years.

These series of events stirred up the conspiracy theories that there had been vigorous internal politics playing out within Microsoft and across the major shareholders (Chon July 21, 2013).
8 Impact of collaboration on Nokia

Even though sales and market share of smartphones did improve in the recent years, the impact of the Microsoft collaboration on Nokia has been disastrous. The fact that Nokia did the collaboration decision in rush (Burrows June 2, 2011) and did not manage the changes properly surprised both internal and external stakeholders (Lam 2013). The bad timing and miscommunication of the Symbian fade-out announcement had set an incorrect expectation to the market, which turned out to be an Osborne effect as consumers and developers stopped investing in the dying platform immediately but Nokia did not have a Windows Phone device to sell until 8 months later. This had brought significant negative impact to device sales in 2011, causing irreversible damage to Nokia’s financial status (Ahonen June 14, 2012, Ahonen July 6, 2012) and paved the path for Microsoft’s acquisition of the Devices and Services business.

Figure 8-1: Nokia Leadership Team at the Nokia extraordinary general meeting in Helsinki, Finland on November 20, 2013. On the meeting, the shareholders approved Microsoft’s acquisition of Nokia’s Devices and Services business. (Photo courtesy: Bloomberg)

As Nokia has a history even longer than Finland itself, it had been the major pillar of Finland’s economy and a national pride of most Finnish people (Kelly October 4, 2013). The hiring of the first non-Finnish CEO with strong Microsoft background, major layoffs, selling out of core businesses, and adoption of a heterogeneous mobile platform from a foreign country and the management’s disrespect of the open technologies had deeply impacted the morale of employees in Finland (Lam 2013).
9 Conclusions

Regardless the type of collaboration, collaboration between two different companies with completely different national and organisational cultures is never easy. The Microsoft-Nokia strategic alliance was somehow successful in achieving part of their goals, such as the growth of market share and global reach of Windows Phone devices; however at the same time, both companies had paid unrecoverable price during the collaboration, which eventually lead to Nokia’s cash flow crisis and the final acquisition of the Devices and Services business by Microsoft. The collaboration had also influenced Microsoft’s own realignment of corporate focus, strategy and organisation structure, and the decision of acquiring the Nokia Devices and Services business.

The insufficient level of mutual trust, different level of management commitment and asymmetric bargaining power, as well as the impact to the employee morale and shareholder trust of both companies, had suggested that Microsoft and Nokia should have planned the execution of collaboration, management of change, and assessment of its resources and risks earlier and in a more structured way. A proper process model of global strategic alliance formation (Pett, Dibrell 2001), as well as thorough analysis of resource and risk management (Das, Teng 1998) could have been considered and implemented.

This piece of analysis and evaluation of the Microsoft-Nokia strategic alliance is heavily based on the information publicly available on the Internet, plus the insights from verbal conversations with current and former Nokia employees in Hong Kong. Due to confidentiality of the sensitive commercial information, the information collected from media with high reputation could not be confirmed by the employees that had directly involved in the negotiation process of the formation of the strategic alliance. Also, the execution details of the collaboration, particularly at Microsoft employees’ perspective, were not collected effectively. Future researchers who are interested in studying this particular strategic alliance may interview the key stakeholders who directly involved or witnessed the detail negotiation and implementation processes, in order to collect more information and more accurate insights for further analysis.
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